How quickly we forget!

Are we not falling for the same old malarky?

All republicans and all democrats permitted the obama treason.

Are we so quick to forget? Have we suddenly fallen on our heads?

Are we ready to accept the treason on the part of members of the Congress who failed to stand up for the people, the republic, and just doing their jobs to honor their oath?

Are you OK with giving these proven subversives another chance to destroy our republic from the inside?

Americans or subversives – There is no “left!”

Should they not all be subject to trial?

And what of these Americans who stood up...and many of us were too busy to support them?

- Walter Fitpatrick III
- Thomas Deegan
- Terry Lakin
- Randy Due
How quickly we forget!

- Lavoy Finicum
- Amon Bundy
- Cliven Bundy
- Terry Lakin
- Irwin Schiff
- Terry Trussell
- Schaeffer Cox
- And many others too numerous to mention but equally recognized as political prisoners.

For Profit Prisons – CCA Contracts Keep Prisons Full and Profits Up – A government PPO?

Should not all public servants who failed to stand up to the obama treason be charged with treason placed on trial? That would be every public official who failed to just do their job?

IS THERE SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE PEOPLE?
- Have they taken leave of their senses?
- Their sense of ethics?
- Lost their morality?
- And let us not forget this is just basic responsibility as Americans!

Are you prepared to accept treason as being just OK?
And what about Soros?

And what about the CFR?
- Role of the CFR
- Membership Roster: CFR

CFR

And what about the press?

Propaganda

Who controls the media
And what about the media controllers?
Who is supporting the criminal media?

These 6 Corporations Control 90% Of The Media In America

And these folks?
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And what of these criminals? There is no time limitation on pursuing fraud!

**Hillary, Holder, Obama Fast and Furious**

And what about these guys?

**With no delegated authority...the state governors fraudulently sell out their state citizens.**

And the county public officials who refused to address the crimes of obama?

And what about the city public officials?
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